Michael Conner, PsyD is a man who helps people.

- Mike Conner is one of the leading psychologists practicing in the areas of crisis intervention, family psychology and community safety.
- He has pioneered intervention programs and powerful Internet-based technologies that support communities, parents, families and youth.
- An Oregon professional, Mike works with parents from throughout the United States; some traveling from as far as the East Coast and Alaska.
- His book *Crisis Intervention with Adolescents: A Guide for Parents and Professionals* is the only comprehensive resource of its kind; now published in English and Chinese.
- He is co-director and designer of *Healing Journey* – a new intervention program for youth in Taiwan - based on best practices in the United States.
- Mike is the first recipient of the Oregon Psychological Association’s Public Education Award.
- He has trained over 2000 mental health professionals on topics ranging from ethics to crisis intervention.
- Mike has been cited in *The New York Times*, *Los Angeles Times*, *the Oregonian*, *Money* Magazine and *Cosmopolitan*, he has been a three time guest expert on the nationally syndicated Montel Williams show.
- Mike is a warm, insightful and entertaining speaker on topics ranging from ethical and effective services, to positive psychology, and crisis intervention.

Creator of the World’s Most Powerful Internet-Based Evaluation and Intervention Technology for Public Use

“Dr. Conner has done something rare and amazing. He has created tools that can help children, adults, parents, and communities facing psychological and behavior problems. He then created an Internet based screening delivery system designed to involve, educate, empower and guide users. As someone who has seen technology often overwhelm the problem it is trying to solve, I am gratified to find a hard science so broadly and elegantly supporting the social science of improving people’s lives.”

— Collins Hemingway, former Microsoft VP, best selling author, consultant & executive coach